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This guide provides an end-to-end example for how to use Oracle Enterprise Manager
Ops Center.

Introduction
Procedures for changing the conditions that trigger alerts in Oracle Enterprise
Manager Ops Center.

provides default monitoring policies for each type of asset. These policies contain one
or more rules for generating alerts. The document Tune a Monitoring Rule and Policy
explains how to adjust an existing alert by disabling, editing, and adding rules. This
example shows how to create a new alert for a specific purpose by creating the
expression rule and its monitoring policy. Create an alert when editing the system-
defined rules and policies is not sufficient.

A custom alert requires:

• At least one user-defined rule

• A monitoring policy to hold the new rule and any additional rules

This example shows you how to create a new rule and add it to a copy of the OC -
Operating System monitoring policy to create a new policy called Critical Operating
Systems. The new policy contains an expression rule. The new policy is assigned to a
group containing one target.

About Rules

Describes ways to adjust the rules that control alerts in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops
Center.

Rules consist of the following components:

• Threshold: Sets an upper or lower limit for the rule. You can set Info, Warning, and
Critical thresholds. If this is the only change, use the procedures in Tune a
Monitoring Rule and Policy.

• Boolean Control: Sets a logical operator of true or false for the rule. If this is the
only change, use the procedures in Tune a Monitoring Rule and Policy.

• Enumerated Control: A series of values that is a subset of specific values among
the possible values of the monitored attribute. An alert occurs when the attribute's
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value matches one of the specific values. If this is the only change, use the
procedures in Tune a Monitoring Rule and Policy.

• Expression: Defines the variables, literals, and operators for an attribute. An
expression is an instruction to execute an operation that returns a value. If you
need to monitor an asset's attribute that is not included in the existing rules, use the
procedures in this document to create a new expression rule and include it in a
monitoring policy.

To create an expression monitoring rule, use Enterprise Manager Ops Center's query
language to write a logical expression that defines the alerting condition for one or
more resource attributes. The logical expression includes attribute names, operators,
and literal values. You can use a dotted notation to reference attribute subfields.

About Policies

Describes methods for adjusting alerts in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

You can view and edit the rules for a specific asset or policy:

• Asset View: Rules for a specific asset are located in the asset's Monitoring tab.
Select the asset in the Asset section of the Navigation pane, then click the
Monitoring tab in the center pane. Editing a rule from the Asset view creates a new
policy for that asset.

• Policy View: Rules for a specific policy are located in Monitoring Policies in Plan
Management. Expand Plan Management in the Navigation pane, scroll to the
Operational Plans section and click Monitoring Policies. Editing a rule from the
Policy view changes the policy and all assets associated with the policy use the
revised monitoring policy.

The preferred and recommended method is to select a policy from the Policy View so
that consistency among all assets of that type is maintained. However, to develop and
test a new alert, create the policy from the Asset View to test on a single asset until you
are ready to change the policy for all assets.

Also, while developing the alert and applying it to an individual asset, create a group
with the asset as its only member and then apply the policy to the group. When you
are ready to apply the policy to all assets in a group, you can add the new alert to the
that group's policy.

What You Will Need
Lists requirements for changing a rule.

You need the following to tune monitoring:

• The asset of the specific type. This example uses the Operating Systems type.

• The Profile/Plan Admin role to modify monitoring policies.

• The Fault Admin role to apply a monitoring policy to an asset.

• The Asset Admin role to apply the monitoring policy to a group of assets.

Creating a Custom Alert
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Lists the steps for creating a new alert in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

To create an alert, you create at least one monitoring rule and you create the policy
that applies the new rule. This example describes how to do the following:

• Design the Custom Alert

• Create a New Policy

• Add a New Expression Rule

• Associate a Group of Assets With the Policy

Design the Custom Alert
Lists the inputs for a custom alert and the general procedure for creating the alert in
Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

When you add or edit a rule, Ops Center prompts for the following information:

• A name and description for the rule

• The asset type, its attributes to be monitored, and the limits or values for each
attribute. This is the query expression.

• Frequency of monitoring

• Amount of time that can elapse before the alert is generated

• Severity level

The query expression in the rule defines an object that checks whether an asset
attribute verifies a given condition. The query language is modeled on the WHERE
clause of SQL SELECT statements. The following procedure creates the query
expression component of the rule:

1. Identify the Asset Type and the Attribute To Be Monitored

2. Review Examples of Expression Rules

3. Construct the Query

Identify the Asset Type and the Attribute To Be Monitored

Procedure to locate valid asset attributes in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

The Java documentation contains a list of the valid attributes that you can use in
monitoring rules. The Java documentation is in the Software Development Kit package
SUNWxvmoc-sdk.pkg in the Enterprise Manager Ops Center installation bundle.

1. In the Enterprise Controller's system, navigate to the following directory:

• Linux OS: installation directory/xvmoc_full_bundle/Linux_i686/
Product/components/packages/

• Oracle Solaris OS for SPARC: installation directory/xvmoc_full_bundle/
SunOS_sparc/Product/components/packages/
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• Oracle Solaris OS for x86: installation directory/xvmoc_full_bundle/
SunOS_i386/Product/components/packages/

2. Unpack the Software Development Kit package SUNWxvmoc-sdk.pkg. You can do
this on the Enterprise Controller or on any other system.

# pkgadd -d SUNWxvmoc-sdk.pkg

This package installs the Javadocs in the /opt/sun/xvm/sdk/xvm_oc/doc/
javadoc/ directory.

3. Open the Javadoc index file:

file:///<hostname>/xvm_oc/doc/javadoc/index.html

4. Locate the attributes for the asset type. In this example of a query expression for an
operating system, the following figure shows the OperatingSystem asset type,
its FileSystemUsage attribute, and the parameters for the attribute: name, type,
totalSpace, freeSpace, usedSpace, freeSpacePercentage, and
usedSpacePercentage.

We can create a rule for the asset's filesystem that set thresholds for one or more of
these parameters.

Review Examples of Expression Rules

Provides a pointer to examples of expression rules in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops
Center.

See Expression Query Language in the Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center Configuration
Reference for details about monitoring attributes, classes, lexical elements, grammar,
and semantics.

Construct the Query
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Gives an example of a expression rule.

Following the examples and using the parameters for the FileSystem attribute, we can
construct an expression rule that raises an alert when the root disk is above 80% and
the CPU usage is above 10%.

FileSystemUsages.name="/".usedSpacePercentage >= 80) AND (CpuUsage.usagePercentage 
>=10

Create a New Policy
Procedure for creating a policy in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

Enterprise Manager Ops Center has a default set of monitoring policies, which use the
naming convention of starting with the characters OC. You can create a policy for the
new query rule by renaming a copied policy to create an editable version or by
creating a new policy. This example creates a policy for critical operating systems by
using the Copy Policy action.

1. Expand Plan Management in the Navigation pane, scroll down to Operational
Plans, then click Monitoring Policies.

2. Right-click and click Copy Policy or click Copy Policy in the Actions pane.
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3. Edit the policy name and description for the new policy, then click Next. In this
example, the new policy is named Critical Operating Systems.

4. Click Finish to create the policy.

When the job is completed, the new policy is added to list in the Navigation pane.

Click the policy to display details in the center pane. You can now change the new
policy by adding the new expression rule, as described in Add a New Expression
Rule.

Add a New Expression Rule
Procedure for adding or changing a rule in a policy.

The asset type is based on the policy. This example is based on an operating system
policy and will raise an alert when the root disk is above 80% and the CPU usage is
above 10%. The expression for this example is:
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FileSystemUsages.name="/".usedSpacePercentage >= 80) AND
(CpuUsage.usagePercentage >= 10.

1. To view the copied policy, expand Plan Management in the Navigation pane,
scroll down to Operational Plans, then click Monitoring Policies.

2. Select the new Critical Operating Systems policy.

3. Click the Add icon in the center pane.

4. In the Rule Type menu, select Expression.

5. Accept the default Asset Type, Operating System.

6. Enter a monitoring rule name and description, for example, its purpose.

7. Accept the default type of monitoring, Monitor for alert limits
continuously.

8. Define the amount of time that can elapse before an alert is generated. In this
example, the delay is two minutes.

9. Click the Severity drop-down list and select the Warning level.

10. Enter the expression that you created. For this example, enter the following:

FileSystemUsages.name="/".usedSpacePercentage >= 80) AND 
(CpuUsage.usagePercentage >=10

11. Use the Immediate Action field to describe what action to take when the alert
creates this incident.

12. Click Apply.

The new rule is now part of the policy. An alert will generate when the root disk is
above 80% and the CPU usage is above 10.
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Associate a Group of Assets With the Policy
Procedure for creating a group and adding a policy for the group.

The software assigns a default monitoring policy when an asset is discovered. To use
the new monitoring policy instead, create a group for the asset and then associate the
group with the new policy.

With this example, you have created a monitoring policy called Critical
Operating Systems. Now create an asset group and assign the monitoring policy
to the group.

1. Click Assets in the Navigation pane.

2. Click Create Group.

3. Enter a name and description for the group.

4. Accept the default a Top Level location.

5. In Advanced Options, select Configure Group Rules. This action enables the
Preview Group Before Creation option, which is selected by default.

Click Next.
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6. To configure the group, accept the default of All to indicate assets must match all
rules to be eligible for membership in the group. In this case, there is one rule.

7. In the Asset Type field, click the drop-down list and select Operating System.

8. In the Preview step, all the operating systems are listed. These assets will be
monitored according to the new alert.

9. Review the summary of the new group. Click Finish to create the group.

10. When the job finishes, expand Assets and select the All User Defined Groups filter
from the menu.

11. Select the new group. The Summary page and Membership Graph are displayed in
the center pane.

12. Click Apply a Monitoring Profile in the Actions pane.

13. In the Policy field, select the new policy from the drop-down menu.

14. Click Apply. When the job is complete, all assets in the new group are monitored
with the new policy.

Test the Query
Describes how to verify a new query.

The product software cannot test the validity of the new rule. In some, but not all
cases, the word No appears in the Enabled column for a new but invalid rule.

Use the Analytics feature to see how the operating system is performing. Tune the rule
to ensure the alert is raised under the appropriate conditions. For example, a CPU
usage of 10% might be too generous for your site.

What's Next?
When you are satisfied that the new rule is raising alerts under the conditions you
want, add other operating systems to the group.

Related Articles and Resources
See the following for more information:
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• Set Up Monitoring Rules and Policies in Oracle Enterprise Manager
Configuration Reference for information about managing and monitoring hardware
assets.

• Tune a Monitoring Rule and Policy

• Operating Systems Management in Oracle Enterprise Manager Operations
Reference for information about monitoring operating systems.

• Expression Query Language in Oracle Enterprise Manager Configuration
Reference for details on monitoring attributes, classes, lexical elements, grammar,
and semantics.

For end-to-end examples, see the workflows and how to documentation in the library.
For deployment tasks, go to http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E59957_01/nav/
deploy.htm and for operate tasks go to http://docs.oracle.com/cd/
E59957_01/nav/operate.htm.
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